The AUPE Occupational Health & Safety Committee is now accepting nominations for the Rolyn Sumlak Award.

The Rolyn Sumlak Award, commissioned by Local 012 in 1990, commemorates the untimely workplace fatality of Rolyn Sumlak. The award is presented to a member who demonstrates activism in occupational health and safety at the work site.

The Committee shall make a final selection and notify the Local Chairpersons in mid April, with regards to the receipt and dispensation of their nominations.

Arrangements will be made to have the successful nominee receive the award at the Day of Mourning ceremony.

In Solidarity,

Bonnie Gostola
Chairperson – OH&S Committee
AUPE

Nominee Name:

Nominee Local and Chapter:

Nominee Work Site:

Please see reverse for further nomination criteria.

Please submit your nomination no later than March 10 to:
Diana Griffith
Alberta Union of Provincial Employees
10025 - 182 ST NW, Edmonton, AB T5S 0P7

Fax: 780-930-3392
Email: d.griffith@aupe.org
Please list any worksite AUPE OHS Committees or other OHS involvement the nominee has experienced (these may include current and past employment).

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please write a short essay about the nominee. How have they improved the worksite, list their AUPE involvement at their worksite and any other AUPE engagement.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please list any OHS education and other AUPE education acquired by the nominee (including seminars and conferences).

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please list any achievements and activism in OHS by the nominee. *Add second page, if necessary*

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Nominator Name:
Contact Email:
Contact Number:

Nominator Signature: